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Appendix to "A divisor on the moduli space of
curves associated to the signature offibered
surfaces" by T. Ashikaga and K.-1. Yoshikawa
Kazuhiro Konno
Abstract.
The Horikawa index and the local signature ·are introduced for
relatively minimal, Eisenbud-Harris general fibred algebraic surfaces
of genus 4.

§1.

Introduction

Let S (resp. B) be a non-singular projective surface (resp. curve)
defined over the complex number field C and f : S -+ B a relatively
minimal fibration whose general fibre F is a non-hyperelliptic curve of
genus 4. According to [2], we say that f is Eisenbud-Harris general
(E-H general for short) ifF has two distinct g~'s, or equivalently, ifF,
regarded as a canonical curve, lies on a quadric surface of rank 4 in IP'3 .
When f : S -+ B is a (semi- )stable E-H general fibration of genus
4, two important local invariants, the local signature and the Horikawa
index, are successfully introduced in [2]. The purpose of this short note
is to show that an analogous result also holds even if we drop the assumption on stability. Namely, we show the following:

Theorem 1. Let f : S-+ B be a relatively minimal, E-H general
fibration of genus 4. Then the Horikawa index Ind(f- 1 b) E Q>o is
defined for b E B so that the slope equality

(1)
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holds. Furthermore, the local signature CJ(j- 1 b) E Q is defined and the
signature of S can be localized as

(2)

SignS=

I: CJ(j- b).
1

bEE

Precise definitions of the Horikawa index and the local signature are
given in (8), (9) below. We adopt the notation and terminology in [1]
without any further comments.

§2.

Proof of theorem

Let f : S -+ B be a relatively minimal, E-H general fibration of
genus 4. For such fibrations, we have the slope inequality
(3)

which was shown independently in [4] and [3], where Ks;B = Ks- f* KB
and X! = x(Os)- x(OF)x(OB)· The common idea underlying their
proofs was to use the relative canonical algebra multiplications. More
precisely, they used the exact sequence of sheaves on B,

induced by the multiplication map Sym2 H 0 (F, Kp)-+ H 0 (F, 2Kp) (see
[5]). Since F is a non-hyperelliptic curve of genus 4, .C is an invertible sheaf and T a torsion sheaf by Max Noether's theorem. We have
degf*ws;B =X! and degf*(w~jB) = K~/B +X!· Therefore, the equality deg(Sym 2 (f*ws;B))- deg.C = degf*(w~/B) -length(T) from (4)
yields

(5)

K~; B = 4xt

+ length(T) -

deg .C.

We are going to "localize" the term deg .C with the quantity naturally
associated to f. Via the injection OB '---+ Sym 2 (f*ws; B)@ .c- 1 obtained
by (4), we get the canonical section q E H 0 (B, Sym 2 (f*ws;B)@ .c- 1 ) as
the image of 1 E H 0 (B, OB)· The geometric meaning of q is as follows.
Consider the relative canonical map <f>J: S · · ·-+ IP'(f*ws;B), that is, the
rational map induced by the sheaf homomorphism f* f*ws;B -+ WsjB·
Leray spectral sequence gives us an isomorphism H 0 (IP'(f*ws;B), 2Hn*.C) ':::' H 0 (B,Sym 2 (f*ws;B)@ .c- 1 ), where H denotes a tautological
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divisoronlP'(f*ws; 8 ) and1rtheprojectionmaplP'(f*w 8 ; 8 )--+ B. Thenq,
regarded as an element of H 0(lP'(f*w 8; 8 ), 2H -7r* £),defines the relative
hyperquadric Q through IPJ(S).
Since f is E-H general, any general fibre of 1riQ : Q --+ B is a quadric
of rank four. Therefore, the determinant of q: f*w~/B--+ f*ws;B Q9 c-l
defines a non-zero element det(q) E H 0 (B,det(f*ws;B) 2 Q9 £- 4 ) whose
zero divisor, which we denote by Discr(Q), is nothing more than the
discriminant locus of Q --+ B. We have
(6)

deg(Discr(Q)) = deg(det(f*w 8 ; 8

)2

0£- 4 ) = 2XJ- 4deg£.

In particular, we get deg£ ::::; XJ/2 because Discr(Q) is an effective
divisor, and (3) immediately follows from (5).
Now, by eliminating deg£ from (5) using (6), one obtains

K~/B =~X!+~ degDiscr(Q) + length(T).

(7)
If we put

(8)

Ind(f- 1 b)

= ~multb(Discr(Q)) + length('lb)

forb E B,

then it is a well-defined non-negative rational number. Furthermore, we
have Ind(f- 1 b) = 0 when f- 1 b is an E-H general curve of genus 4. So,
Ind(f- 1 b) deserves the name of the Horikawa index (see, [1, §2]) and we
get (1) from (7). Once the Horikawa index is introduced, we can define
the local signature by the formula [1, (2.1.3)]:

(9)

a(f-lb)

=

187Ind(f-lb)- :7ef(f-lb),

where ef{f- 1b) = e(f- 1 b) + 6 is the Euler contribution at bE B, and
we get the localization of the signature of S as in (2).
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